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An Overview of the Elemental Kingdoms – Part I 
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OPENING READING FROM “LETTERS THAT HAVE HELPED ME” p. 79 
 

He should know that that astral light exists in all places and interpenetrates everything, and is not 

simply in the free air alone. Further should he know that to be able to see as he sees in the light is 

not all of the seeing thus. That is, there are many sorts of such sight, e.g., he may see now certain 

airy shapes and yet not see many others which at the same time are as really present there as those 

he now sees. So it would seem that there are “layers” or differences of states in the astral light. 

Another way to state it is that elementals are constantly moving in the astral light—that is, 

everywhere. They, so to say, show pictures to him who looks, and the pictures they show will 

depend in great part upon the seer’s thoughts, motives and development. These differences are very 

numerous. It therefore follows that in this study pride must be eliminated. That pride has 

disappeared from ordinary life does not prove that it has done any more than retreat a little further 

within. So one must be careful of becoming even inwardly vain of being able to see any such 

things; for, if that happens, it will follow that the one limited plane in which one may be a seer will 

be accepted as the whole. That, then, will be falsity. But if recognized as delusive, because partial, 

then it remains true—so far as it goes. All true things must be total, and all totalities exist at once, 

each in all, while these partial forms exist partially in those that are total. So it follows that only 

those that are total reveal entire truth, and those that partake of lower nature—or are partial— 

receive but a limited view of truth. The elementals are partial forms, while the man’s individual 

soul is total, and according to the power and purity of that form which it inhabits, “waits upon the 

Gods.” 
 
 

Now our bodies, and all “false I” powers up to the individual soul, are “partial forms,” in common  
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with the energic centres in astral light. So it must follow that, no matter how much we and they 

participate in each other, the resulting view of the one Truth is partial in its nature because the two 

partial forms mingling together do not produce totality. But it intoxicates. And herein lies the 

danger of….participation with these partial beings by means of sensual excesses glorified with a 

name and gilded with the pretence of a high purpose—viz., knowledge: KNOWLEDGE MUST BE 

CAREFULLY OBTAINED WITH A PURE MOTIVE. 

 

~ * ~ 
 
 
 

There is not a single thing going on about us, no matter what, the elementals are not concerned in, 

because they constitute a necessary part of nature, just as important as the nerve currents in your 

body. 
CONVERSATIONS ON OCCULTISM WITH HPB – ABOUT ELEMENTALS - pg 420 

THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

Existing in the sphere of kama loka, as, indeed, also in all parts of the globe and the solar system, 

are the elementals or nature forces. They are innumerable, and their divisions are almost infinite, as  

they are, in a sense, the nerves of nature. Each class has its own work just as has every natural 

element or thing. As fire burns and as water runs down and not up under their general law, so the 

elementals act under law… 
THE OCEAN OF THEOSOPHY - pg 104 

 

ORDER OF THE ELEMENTS ESOTERICALLY is, Fire, air, water, earth. Counting up from the 

earth, the order for the elementals, or the nature spirits in the elements, is: earth elementals, water 

elementals, air elementals, fire elementals. And it has always been said that those of the fire are the 

wisest and most distant so far as cognition of or by us is concerned, that the airy ones are also wise, 

and those of the water dangerous. Those of the earth have been described by seers in the form of 

gnomes sometimes seen by clairvoyant miners in the depths under us, and of this class also are 

those that have given rise to the superstition among the Irish respecting the fairies. 
HINTS IN THE SECRET DOCTRINE - pgs 617- 18 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

Student. --- What principal idea would it be well for me to dwell upon in my studies on the subject 

of elementals? 

Sage. --- You ought to clearly fix in your mind and fully comprehend a few facts and the laws 

relating to them. As the elemental world is wholly different from the one visible to you, the laws 

governing them and their actions cannot as yet be completely defined in terms now used either by 

scientific or metaphysical schools. For that reason, only a partial description is possible. Some of 

those facts I will give you, it being well understood that I am not including all classes of elemental 

beings in my remarks. 

First, then, Elementals have no form. 

Student. --- You mean, I suppose, that they have no limited form or body as ours, having a surface 

upon which sensation appears to be located. 

Sage. --- Not only so, but also that they have not even a shadowy, vague, astral form such as is 

commonly ascribed to ghosts. They have no distinct personal form in which to reveal themselves. 

Student. --- How am I to understand that, in view of the instances given by Bulwer Lytton and 

others of appearances of elementals in certain forms? 

Sage. --- The shape given to or assumed by any elemental is always subjective in its origin. It is 

produced by the person who sees, and who, in order to be more sensible of the elemental's presence, 

has unconsciously given it a form. Or it may be due to a collective impression on many individuals, 

resulting in the assumption of a definite shape which is the result of the combined impressions. 

Student.--- Is this how we may accept as true the story of Luther's seeing the devil? 
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Sage. --- Yes. Luther from his youth had imagined a personal devil, the head of the fraternity of 

wicked ones, who had a certain specific form. This instantly clothed the elementals that Luther 

evoked, either through intense enthusiasm or from disease, with the old image reared and solidified 

in his mind; and he called it the Devil.  

Student. --- That reminds me of a friend who told me that in his youth he saw the conventional 

devil walk out of the fire place and pass across the room, and that ever since he believed the devil 

had an objective existence. 

Sage. --- In the same way also you can understand the extraordinary occurrences at Salem in the 

United States, when hysterical and mediumistic women and children saw the devil and also various 

imps of different shapes. Some of these gave the victims information. They were all elementals, and 

took their illusionary forms from the imaginations and memory of the poor people who were 

afflicted. 

Student. --- But there are cases where a certain form always appears. Such as a small, curiously- 

dressed woman who had never existed in the imagination of those seeing her; and other regularly 

recurring appearances. How were those produced, since the persons never had such a picture before 

them? 

Sage. --- These pictures are found in the aura of the person, and are due to pre-natal impressions. 

Each child emerges into life the possessor of pictures floating about and clinging to it, derived from 

the mother; and thus you can go back an enormous distance in time for these pictures, all through 

the long line of your descent. It is a part of the action of the same law which causes effects upon a 

child's body through influences acting on the mother during gestation.1 

Student. --- In order, then, to know the cause of any such appearance, one must be able to look 

back, not only into the person's present life, but also into the ancestor's past? 

Sage. --- Precisely. And for that reason an occultist is not hasty in giving his opinion on these 

particular facts. He can only state the general law, for a life might be wasted in needless 

investigation of an unimportant past.  

Student. --- In what way should I figure to myself the essence of an elemental and its real mode of 

existence? 

Sage. --- You should think of these as centres of energy only, that act always in accordance with the 

laws of the plane of nature to which they belong. 

Student. --- Is it not just as if we were to say that gunpowder is an elemental and will invariable 

explode when lighted? That is, that the elementals know no rules of either wrong or right, but surely 

act when the incitement to their natural action is present? They are thus, I suppose, said to be 

implacable. 

Sage. - Yes; they are like the lightning which flashes or destroys as the varying circumstances 

compel. It has no regard for man, or love, or beauty, or goodness, but may as quickly kill the 

innocent, or burn the property of the good as of the wicked man. 

Student. --- What next? 

Sage. --- That the elementals live in and through all objects, as well as beyond the earth's 

atmosphere. 

Student. --- Do you mean that a certain class of elementals, 

for instance, exist in this mountain, and float unobstructed through men, earth, rocks, and trees? 

Sage. --- Yes, and not only that, but at the same time, penetrating that class of elementals, there may 

be another class which float not only through rocks, trees, and men, but also through the first of the 

classes referred to. 

Student. --- Do they perceive these objects obstructive for us, through which they thus float? 

Sage. --- No, generally they do not. In exceptional cases they do, and even then never with the same 

sort of cognition that we have. For them the objects have no existence. A large block of stone or 
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iron offers for them no limits or density. It may, however, make an impression on them by way of 

change of color or sound, but not by way of density or obstruction. 

Student. --- It is not something like this, that a current of electricity passes through a hard piece of 

copper wire, while it will not pass through an unresisting space of air. 

Sage. --- That serves to show that the thing which is dense to one form of energy may be open to 

another. Continuing your illustration, we see that man can pass through air but is stopped by metal. 

So that "hardness" for us is not "hardness" for electricity. Similarly, that which may stop an 

elemental is not a body that we call hard, but something which for us is intangible and invisible, but 

presents to them an adamantine front. 
"FORMS" OF ELEMENTALS pgs 413-16 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

Student. --- Is there any reason why you do not give me a more detailed explanation of the 

constitution of elementals and the modes by which they work? 

Sage. --- Yes. There are many reasons. Among others is your inability, shared by most of the people 

of the present day, to comprehend a description of things that pertain to a world with which you are 

not familiar and for which you do not yet possess terms of expression. Were I to put forth these 

descriptions, the greater part would seem vague and incomprehensible on one hand, while on the 

other many of them would mislead you because of the interpretation put on them by yourself. 

Another reason is that, if the constitution, field of action, and method of action of elementals were 

given out, there are some minds of a very inquiring and peculiar bent who soon could find out how 

to come into communication with these extraordinary beings, with results disadvantageous to the 

community as well as the individuals. 

Student. --- Why so? Is it not well to increase the sum of human knowledge, even respecting most 

recondite parts of nature; or can it be that the elementals are bad? 

Sage. --- It is wise to increase the knowledge of nature's laws, but always with proper limitations. 

All things will become known some day. Nothing can be kept back when men have reached the 

point where they can understand. But at this time it would not be wise to give them, for the asking, 

certain knowledge that would not be good for them. That knowledge relates to elementals, and it 

can for the present be kept back from the scientists of today. So long as it can be retained from 

them, it will be, until they and their followers are of a different stamp. 

As to the moral character of elementals, they have none; they are colorless in themselves --- except 

some classes --- and merely assume the tint, so to speak, of the person using them. 

Student. --- Will our scientific men one day, then, be able to use these beings, and, if so, what will 

be the manner of it? Will their use be confined to only the good men of the earth? 

Sage. --- The hour is approaching when all this will be done. But the scientists of today are not the 

men to get this knowledge. They are only pigmy forerunners who sow seed and delve blindly in no 

thoroughfares. They are too small to be able to grasp these mighty powers, but they are not wise 

enough to see that their methods will eventually lead to Black Magic in centuries to come when 

they shall be forgotten. 

When elemental forces are used similarly as we now see electricity and other natural energies 

adapted to various purposes, there will be "war in heaven." Good men will not alone possess the 

ability to use them. Indeed, the sort of man you now call "good" will not be the most able. The 

wicked will, however, pay liberally for the power of those who can wield such forces, and at last the 

Supreme Masters, who now guard this knowledge from children, will have to come forth. Then will 

ensue a dreadful war, in which, as has ever happened, the Masters will succeed and the evil doers be 

destroyed by the very engines, principalities, and powers prostituted to their own purposes during 

years of intense selfish living. But why dilate on this; in these days it is only a prophecy.  

 

 

ELEMENTALS – HOW THEY ACT pgs 394-95 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  
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How much have you thought upon the effect of Karma upon the animals, the plants, the minerals, 

the elemental beings? Have you been so selfish as to suppose that they are not affected by you. 
UNIVERSAL APPLICATIONS OF DOCTRINE pg 14 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

Student. --- Is there not some connection between the Karma of man and elementals? 

Sage. --- A very important one. The elemental world has become a strong factor in the Karma of the 

human race. Being unconscious, automatic, and photographic, it assumes the complexion of the 

human family itself. In the earlier ages, when we may postulate that man had not yet begun to make 

bad Karma, the elemental world was more friendly to man because it had not received unfriendly 

impressions. But so soon as man began to become ignorant, unfriendly to himself and the rest of 

creation, the elemental world began to take on exactly the same complexion and return to humanity 

the exact pay, so to speak, due for the actions of humanity. Or, like a donkey, which, when he is 

pushed against, will push against you. Or, as a human being, when anger or insult is offered, feels 

inclined to return the same. So the elemental world, being unconscious force, returns or reacts upon 

humanity exactly as humanity acted towards it, whether the actions of men were done with the 

knowledge of these laws or not. So in these times it has come to be that the elemental world has the 

complexion and action which is the exact result of all the actions and thoughts and desires of men 

from the earliest times. And, being unconscious and only acting according to the natural laws of its 

being, the elemental world is a powerful factor in the workings of Karma. And so long as mankind 

does not cultivate brotherly feeling and charity towards the whole of creation, just so long will the 

elementals be without the impulse to act for our benefit. But so soon and wherever man or men 

begin to cultivate brotherly feeling and love for the whole of creation, there and then the elementals 

begin to take on the new condition. 
ELEMENTALS - KARMA i p. 391-392 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

Student. --- Can you make any application of all this in the realm of ethics? 

Sage. --- There is a very important thing you should not overlook. Every time you harshly and 

unmercifully criticize the faults of another, you produce an attraction to yourself of certain 

quantities of elementals from that person. They fasten themselves upon you and endeavor to find in 

you a similar state or spot or fault that they have left in the other person. It is as if they left him to 

serve you at higher wages, so to say. Then there is that which I referred to in a preceding 

conversation, about the effect of our acts and thoughts upon, not only the portion of the astral light 

belonging to each of us with its elementals, but upon the whole astral world. If men saw the 

dreadful pictures imprinted there and constantly throwing down upon us their suggestions to repeat 

the same acts or thoughts, a millennium might soon draw near. The astral light is, in this sense, the 

same as a photographer's negative plate, and we are the sensitive paper underneath, on which is 

being printed the picture. We can see two sorts of pictures for each act. One is the act itself, and the 

other is the picture of the thoughts and feelings animating those engaged in it. You can therefore see 

that you may be responsible for many more dreadful pictures than you had supposed. For actions of 

a simple outward appearance have behind them, very often, the worst of thoughts or desires. 
LAWS GOVERNING ELEMENTALS pg 410 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

Let us now imagine a boy born of wealthy parents, but not given proper intelligence. He is, in fact, 

called an idiot. But instead of being a mild idiot, he possesses great malice which manifests itself in 

his tormenting insects and animals at every opportunity. He lives to be, say, nineteen and has spent 

his years in the malicious, although idiotic, torment of unintelligent, defenseless animal life. He has 

thus hindered many a spirit in its upward march and has beyond doubt inflicted pain and caused a 

moral discord. This fact of his idiocy is not a restoration of the discord. Every animal that he 

tortured had its own particular elemental spirit, and so had every flower that he broke in pieces. 
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What did they know of his idiocy, and what did they feel after the torture but revenge? And had 

they a knowledge of his idiocy, being unreasoning beings, they could not see in it any excuse for his 

acts. He dies at nineteen, and after the lapse of years is reborn in another nation―perchance another 

age―into a body possessing more than average intelligence. He is no longer an idiot, but a sensible 

active man who now has a chance to regenerate the spirit given to every man, without the chains of 

idiocy about it. What is to be the result of the evil deeds of his previous existence? Are they to go 

unpunished? I think not. But how are they to be punished; and if the compensation comes, in what 

manner does the law operate upon him? To me there seems to be but one way, that is through the 

discord produced in the spirits of those unthinking beings which he had tortured during those 

nineteen years. But how? In this way. In the agony of their torture these beings turned their eyes 

upon their torturer, and dying, his spiritual picture through the excess of their pain, together with 

that pain and the desire for revenge, were photographed, so to speak, upon their spirits―for in no 

other way could they have a memory of him―and when he became a disembodied spirit they clung 

to him until he was reincarnated when they were still with him like barnacles on a ship. They can 

now only see through his eyes, and their revenge consists in precipitating themselves down his 

glance on any matter he may engage in, thus attaching themselves to it for the purpose of dragging 

it down to disaster. 

 

This leads to the query of what is meant by these elementals precipitating themselves down his 

glance. The ancients taught that the astral light―Akasa―is projected from the eyes, the thumbs and 

the palms of the hands. Now as the elementals exist in the astral light, they will be able to see only 

through those avenues of human organism which are used by the astral light in traveling from the 

person. The eyes are the most convenient. So when this person directs his glance on anything or 

person, the astral light goes out in that glance and through it those elementals see that which he 

looks upon. And so also, if he should magnetize a person, the elementals will project themselves 

from his hands and eyes upon the subject magnetized and do it injury. 

 

Well then, our reincarnated idiot engages in a business which requires his constant surveillance. 

The elementals go with him and throwing themselves upon everything he directs, cause him 

continued disaster. 

But one by one they are caught up again out of the orbit of necessity into the orbit of probation in 

this world, and at last all are gone, whereupon he finds success in all he does and has his chance 

again to reap eternal life. He finds the realization of the words of Job quoted at the head of this 

article: he is in "league with the stones of the field, and the beasts of the field are at peace with 

him." These words were penned ages ago by those ancient Egyptians who knew all things. Having 

walked in the secret paths of wisdom which no fowl knoweth and the vulture's eye hath not seen, 

they discovered those hidden laws, one within the other like the wheels of Ezekiel, which govern 

the universe. There is no other reasonable explanation of the passage quoted than the theory faintly 

outlined in the foregoing poor illustration. And I only offer it as a possible solution or answer to the 

question as to what is the rationale of the operation of the Moral Law of Compensation in that 

particular case, of which I go so far as to say that I think I know a living illustration.  
THE MORAL LAW OF COMPENSATION PGS 129-31 - THEOSOPHICAL ARTICLES – WQJ VOL I  

 

“Having received, freely give; having once in thought devoted your life to the great stream 

of energy in which elementals and souls alike are carried—and which causes the pulse beat 

of our hearts—you can never claim it back again. Seek, then, that mental devotion which 

strains to give. For in the Law it is written that we must give away all or we lose it; as you 

need mental help, so do others who are wandering in darkness seeking for light.” 
LETTERS THAT HAVE HELPED ME – BOOK II - LETTER XI – pgs 93 


